Boys Soccer Advisory
10-11/19

East Region

1. Officials – evaluation system
   a. Would like to see a google form to utilize coaches and officials post a match report following regular season games. Use the information for professional development.
   b. Use of HUDL as a tool for clips sent to office that can be sent to officials for professional development

2. JV tournament – Region issue

3. EDC Tournament – future schedule
   a. Supported only if weather becomes an issue.

4. Non-conference matches
   a. Jamestown will not host a cross over this year. Non-conference scheduling will be up to each school.

5. JV length of game
   a. Change start time or shorten game to ensure varsity match starts with a proper warm-up

6. Points system - 3-win, 2 shootout win, 1 shootout loss, 0 loss
   a. Discussion – no support

West Region

1. WDA Tournament
   a. Coaches adamantly opposed to tournament. Local conference decision.

2. Officials Pay
   a. Who decides? NDOA negotiates officials pay usually every two years.

3. Recruiting more officials – training
   a. See HUDL above

4. August 1 start date
   a. Proposed regulation change. See below
5. State tournament schedule – 3 consecutive days
   a. Is this best for our athletes
   b. Other options discussed no conclusion

6. Hudl

7. Coaches are in favor of a regulation requiring the state tournament to be played on turf.
   a. Safety #1 priority
   b. Most teams are playing on turf

Proposed Regulations Change

1. August 1 start date for boys soccer, unless Aug. 1 falls on a Sunday.
   a. New schools especially in the west creating scheduling issues.
   b. Too many matches in a week is detrimental to the athlete.
   c. Allows flexibility to re-schedule matches if necessary
2. Head referee/coaches required to complete a match report following each.
   a. Match report to include how match went overall and any specifics requiring attention and